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INTRODUCTION 
Let B and F be complex normed spaces, F complete, C: a balanced open 
subset of E, and .#‘( U, F) the complex vector space of all holomorphic functions 
f : U C E + F, which is endowed with the topologies TV and T, described below. 
In the first section of this article we give a description of the topological dual 
(-@(C’, F), 76)’ of WV, F), rg m ) t erms of the topological duals g(“E, F)’ of the 
spaces 2(“E,F) of continuous homogeneous polynomials and find a strongly 
dense subspace of (.#‘(U, F), TV)‘. The facts that (&(U, F), TV) is barreled if 
and only if it is bornological and that the space Zb( CT, F) of holomorphic func- 
tions of bounded type in U is a set of first category in (&‘( CT, F), TV) in the sense 
of Baire, are also proved. 
In the second section a description of the topological dual of the space of 
holomorphic germs at the origin is given. 
We systematically use standard symbols in the theory of holomorphy [3] 
without any explicit introduction. 
1. TOPOLOGICAL DUALITY ON THE SP.~CE (S(C, F), TV) 
Let E and F be complex normed spaces, F complete, U a balanced open subset 
of E, and .%‘(U, F) the complex vector space of all holomorphic functions 
f : 5: C 8 --+ F. 
DEFINITIOS 1. We say that a seminorm p on S( C:, F) is ported by a compact 
subset K of U if for every open set V, KC V C U. there is a constant C, .> 0 
such that 
p(f) .<, cy sup ‘If(X):’ 
2-V 
holds for all f~ H( U, F). 
The topology TV, on &‘(U, F) is defined by all such seminorms ported by 
compact subsets of C’. 
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DEFNTIOS 2. M’e say that a seminorm p on &‘( U, F) is r,-continuous if for 
each open countable cover ( Cin)nc,V of U, there are a constant C > 0 and an 
index n,, such that 
P(j) < c “XP I!f(-G 
XE u L’, i-l 
holds for all j E ,X( U, F). 
The topology r6 on .%‘( U, F) is defined by the family of all seminorms p satis- 
fying the above condition. 
The following results have been proved in ; 2 ,: 
PROPOSITION A. For each n E ;V, (S( U, F), T*) and (Z( U, F), T,) induce on 
B(“E, F) the usual normed topology T of this space. 
PROPOSITIOK B. The space (.#( U, F), r8) is barreled and bornological, and r6 
is the bmnological topology associated to 7W on .%‘( U, F). 
Now, let p be an element of the topological dual (&‘(U, F), .z6)’ of 
(X( U, F), r6). According to Proposition A, for each n E N, the restriction p,, of 
TV to 9(“E, F) satisfies I*,, E?(“E, F)‘. In what follows we study the sequence 
hAEN of such restrictions, 
PROPOsrTrON I. For each sequence (p,JneN of junctionals p,, E B(“E, F)‘, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) For every bounded subset B of (X( CT, F), 7J the series s (( 1 in!) dnj(0), 
p,,) is absolutely and unzformly convergent when f E B. 
(b) FOY each f E A@( U, F) the series C,” ((l/n!) dnf (O), p,,) is absolutely 
convergent. 
(c) For each j E 2’( U, F) the series Cr (( 1 In!) &j(8), pn) is convergent. 
(d) The mapping 
defines an element p E (A?( U, F), T&‘. 
Indeed, the implications (a) =+ (b) c ( c are obvious. Let us show (c) .z- (d). ) 
By assumption, for each f E &‘(U, F) the series s ((l/n!) &f(e), p,,) is con- 
vergent, so that (1) defines a linear functional on &‘( U, F). Besides, as the dif- 
ferentiation operators j- (1 fi!) &f(e) are r,-continuous and pj E Y(jE, F)’ for 
all j E N, the mappings 
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are Td-continuous on Z( U, F). But (Z(U, F), TJ is a barreled space so that, by 
the Banach-Steinhauss theorem, its topological dual is weakly sequentially 
complete, hence 
defines an element p E (#(U, F), TV)‘. 
IVe now prove (d) =3 (a). As (1) d e fi nes an element 1~ E (X’( Ci, F), TJ, the 
mapping 
is a T,-continuous seminorm on .%?(U,F). Let B be a bounded subset of 
(.%( r-‘, F), TJ. It is known [2] that the set 
{(n2/n!) &f(8)+ B, n E N> 
is also bounded on (Z(U,F), TJ, so that there exists a constant M(B, p) > 0 
satisfying 
Then we have 
for all f~ B, which completes the demonstration, 
DEFINITION 3. We define S( U, F) as the complex vector space of all sequen- 
ces hJn,N of functionals pn E S(nE, F)‘, n E N, such that the series 
c; ((lb4 @Wh CL,) is convergent for each f E &‘( U, F). 
COROLLARY 1. The topological dual (.X(U, F), TV)’ of (X( U, F), TV) is 
algebraically isomorphic to S( U, F). 
In light of Proposition 1, the proof is quite easy. 
Remark I. Observe that in Proposition 1, the proof of the implication 
(c) =>- (d) is still valid if instead of considering (p( U,F), TV) we deal with 
(&?(U,F), T,,,) and assume that it is barreled. Then, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 2. The space (&‘( U, F), T,,,) ’ b IS arreled if and only if it is borno- 
logical. 
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Indeed, if we assume that (z?( U, F), T,) ’ is b arreled we have as a consequence 
of the Remark 1 that (&‘(U, F), TJ’ = (X( U, F), TV)’ = S( U, 8’). But it is 
known [7] that every barreled (or bornological) space is a Mackey space, and by 
the fact 7, < 76 , we get that both 7, and 76 coincide on X( U, F) with the 
Mackey’s topology on (%(U, F) associated to the duality between this space 
and S( U, F). Hence, by Proposition B, (Z( U, F), T,) is bornological. 
Conversely, if (%( U, F), T,) is bornological, Proposition B gives T, = TV and 
(#(U, F), T,) is barreled. 
The problem now is to find out a suitable characterization of the elements 
hL?J of the space S( U, F). 
PROPOSITION 3. For each (P,J,,,~ E S(U, F), liF;;,,, Ij p jlljn < 00. 
Indeed, let us denote by L@~( U, F) the vector subspace of Z’( U, F) consisting 
of the holomorphic functions f: UC E +F which are of bounded type on 
u I 1 I * If P = hLLN is a continuous linear functional on (.z?( U, F), TV), its 
restriction p,, to Xr,( U, F) would be continuous on A$~( U, F) with regards to the 
induced topology 76 IH~(~,~) . But it is known [4] that the natural topology 71, 
on &‘,,(U, F) satisfies TV 3 76 Jx~(~,~) , so that pr, E (Xb(U, F), Tb)‘. Then, 
the results of [4] prove that EneN I/ p% jl1/n < co. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f E Z’( U, F) b e a holomorphic function with radius of 
convergence at the origin p and (P,),,~ a seqzlence of functionals pn E Pl(nE, F)’ such 
that =n.~ II P II W = r < CO. Then, ;f r < p, the series C,” ((l/n!) &f(d), p& 
is absolutely convergent. 
Indeed, by the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem [3] we have 
5 lI(l/n!) ~~f(W”” = l/f, 
hence, given any E > 0, there is a constant M 3 0 such that 
IIW) WW < W(P - 4” (2) 
for all n E N. By the assumption ii6inEN /I pn I/l/la = r < cc we may find a 
constant N 2 0 such that 
II pn II < N(r + 4” (3) 
is true for all n E N. From (2), (3), and the fact r < p we get 
which completes the proof. 
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DEFINITION 4. Let % (respectively ‘%I) be the complex vector space of 
all sequences &JnGN of functionals pR E P’(RE, F)‘, n E N, such that 
EnoN j/ pn !jljn = 0 (respectively EnsN /I con Ill/” < cc). 
We have the following: 
COROLLARY 3. The topological dual of the function space (S( U, F), TV) satts- 
fies the inclusions 
m c (ie( u, F), T*)’ c 93. (4) 
Indeed, if p = (P,),,~ E !R, then Y = ii&,,” !/ pn jlljn = 0, and for allf E Z( C:, F) 
its radius of convergence at the origin is p > 0 so that 7 < p. Hence, by Proposi- 
tion 3, the series C,” ((l/n!) &f(B), pn) is convergent for all f  E S’( U, F) and by 
Proposition 1, we have p E (S’( U, F), TV)‘, that is, % C (X( U, F), TJ’. 
Besides, Proposition 2 states that (.#( U, F), 7,J’ C W. 
We now investigate whether or not the extremes !U and !XII are accessible. 
PROPOSITION 4. (a) The bilinear form given by 
(f> IL) - <f> PL) = $ (& &f(f% A) (f, CL) E WU, F) x +JI (5) 
establishes a duality between 9I and A?( U, F). 
(b) 9I is a strongly dense subspace of the topological dual of (X( U, F), TJ. 
The proof is quite straightforward. 
COROLLARY 4. The space (S( U, F), TJ might be described as the completion of 
‘$I relative to the topology of the uniform convergence on bounded subsets of 
W’( U F), 4. 
Indeed, (X( U, F), TJ’ ’ IS complete when endowed with the strong topology 
because it is the strong topological dual of a bornological space. But % is a 
strongly dense subspace of (Z( U, F), TV)‘, hence the result. 
To give an idea of how difficult it might be to get an explicit description of the 
elements of that space, even in the very particular case in which U is the whole 
of E and F is @, we write the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let # be a continuous linear form on E, # E E’, such that I/ $ /I = 1. 
Then, for each pair (r, n), 7 G R+, n E N, with I, n > 1 there is an x E E such that 
II x (j < Y and Y - (l/n) < I #(.%)I . 
The proof is easy. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Assume that C: = E and F = C. Then we have: 
(a) For each real number ; 0 there is a sequence p = (p,),,,,.,. of functionals 
p,, E Y(“B, C)’ such that Errezv ,; pn 1:a -7 T and p E (.%(E, C), ra)‘. 
(b) Whenez-er dim E = a, for each real number I :* 0 there is a sequence 
Y : (Y,),~,~ of functionals v, E~‘(~I?, C)’ such that kinEN 1: V, jlljn = Y  and 
v 4 (Jf(J% @), 5)‘. 
Proof of statement (a). Let ~1 E E be a point such that ;Iy i; 7: T. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem there is a continuous linear form (lr E E’ such that 
.I* I = 1, l/G(y) = ;lyl,. (6) 
Sow, for each n E N we define a polynomial P,, EY(“E, C) by means of 
P,: x--f P,(x) = +qX)fi, x E E. (7) 
Clearly I/ P,, ,I == 1 for all n E N. Besides, for n EN we define a functional 
pn E P(nE, C)’ by means of 
in: Q - <Q, CL,:? = Q(Y), Q E B(“E, C). (8) 
From 
II I*~ II = ,z_p, i<Q, cln>l = ,GP~ I Q(v)1 G !i Y!,” 
and taking for Q the particular polynomial P, of (7), on account of (6) we get 
I(P n > /%)I = I P,(Y)1 = 4(Y)” = IIY iIT 
so that 11 p,, 1: .I= 11 y IiT1 for all n E N, hence zneN II p,, Illjn = I] y 11 = T. 
Besides, the morphism of evaluation at the pointy, given by WV: f  -+ (f, pi = 
f(Yhf E Jw-9 c>* is r,-continuous, and its restrictions to the subspacesS(nE, C) 
are nothing but (S), so we have (p,&,v = pV E (&‘(E, C), ~a)’ which completes 
the proof. 
Proof of statement (b). By assumption we have dim E 1 03. Then, it is 
known [5] that there exists a sequence (&JREN of functionals & E E’ such that 
1; I,& I] = 1 for all n E N and lim,,, $,,(x) -= 0 for all x E E, and it has been 
proved [I] that under these conditions 
g: x -A4 = f Aw, x E E, 
0 
(9) 
defines an entire function on E, g E &‘(E, C). 
Let Y be a given real number, r > 0, and take Q so that 0 < l < I; there is a 
no E N such that for n > no we have 
1 
c<r--g, n >, no. (10) 
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By Lemma 1, for each n >, TZ,, there is a point x, E E such that 
I vw4l > r - lb, jl xn ij < Y. (11) 
Kow, for each one of those indexes 71 > no let us define the linear functional 
V, E 9(*E, C)’ by means of 
v,: P + (P, v,,> = P(x,), P G 9(nE, a=). 
By (11) we have 
On the other hand, as I&~ E 9(“E, C) and I( I,$,~ 1: = I, from (11) we also get 
so that 
for all n E N, TZ >, n, , and completing the sequence (Y,),,~ with vu = *.. = 
vnodl == % we have &,,.N [I vn Illln = Y. However, the sequence v = (v,),~,~ 
does not define a continuous linear functional on (S(E, C), r6) as we shall see. 
Indeed, if it were v E (.#‘(E, C), TJ, by Proposition 1 we would have 
for each f~ S(E, C). But now the function (see (9)) 
g,: x -ge(x) = g(Ax) = f &(E-‘X)“, x E E, 
0 
satisfies g E .%‘(E, C) and its differential polynomials at the origin are 
(l/n!) &g,(e) = l -“#,” for all n E N, so that the series 
is not convergent, because for rz > no according to (10) and (11) 
E-n 1 I&(x,)p > c-yr - l/n)” > E-n En = 1 
which completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 5. Assume that C = E and F = C. Then: 
(a) The extreme % of (4) is always inaccessible. 
(b) The extreme W of (4) is accessible if and only if dim E < co. 
Indeed, by statement (a) of Proposition 5 there are functionals p = (P,),,~ E 
(.%?(I$ C), T&’ such that KncN :j fan jjljn = r f or all r > 0, so that ‘$I is not 
accessible. 
Besides, statement (b) of Proposition 5 says that when dim E = CO, for each 
r > 0 there is a sequence Y = (Y,),,~ such that EneN 11 v, ]llln -= r and v $ 
(.%(E, C), TJ so that W is inaccessible. Conversely, when dim E < co it is 
known [l] that (X(E, C), T& = (.8&E, C), rt,) and the results of [4] prove that 
then (Xb(E, C), Q)’ g ‘9J. 
COROLLARY 6. Whenezer dim E = co, &‘*(E, C) is a set of first category in 
the space (.#(E, C), TV) in the sense of Baire. 
Indeed, if we assume that dim E = co and rO > 0 is a given real number, by 
statement (b) of Proposition 5 there are a function g, E ..S(E, @) and a sequence 
hAEN of functionals v, G B(*E, C)‘, n E N, such that Ti;fineN )I Y, Ill/n = r,, < CO 
and the series 
(12) 
is not convergent. 
Now, whatever f~ &(E, C) is, its radius of convergence at the origin is 
p = 03, so that Y,, < p, and by Proposition 3 the series z ((l/n!) &f(e), VJ is 
convergent. Hence 
(13) 
defines a linear functional on the subspace %(E, C) of .%(E, C). Besides, for 
n E IV the mapping 
is continuous on @?(E, @), T6), hence, its restriction to &$(,?$ c) is continuous 
with regards to the topology T* jxbte,c) . Then (see [6]), the pointwise limit of 
the sequence of the restrictions of (14) to Xb(E, C), which is nothing but (13), 
would have a set of discontinuities D of first category on Hb(E, C) with respect 
to the topology TV IJP,(~,~) . If, we assume that .$&T, C) is a part of second 
category in (Z(E, C), T&), there would exist a point f0 E &(E, C)\D, that is, 
a point of continuity of (13). As (13) is 1 inear, it would be continuous on the 
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whole space S&E, C) endowed with TV J~1~b(s,~) . But S’&(E, C) is a dense sub- 
space of (*(E, a=>, ~8) (see [ll), so that (13) might be extended by continuity to 
the whole space (S(E, a=), 7J, which, by Proposition 1, would contradict the 
fact that (12) is not convergent. This completes the proof. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL DUALITY ON THE SPACE 3(0,F) 
To end with, we want to prove that the space 8 introduced by Definition 1 is 
nothing but the topological dual of the space of holomorphic germs at the origin. 
Let S(0, F) be the set of all functions f : U C E + E which are holomorphic 
on some (depending on f) neighborhood U of the origin. For f, g E X(0, F) we 
define f g g if there is a neighborhood W of the origin such that f = g on W. 
Clearly, we can restrict all our considerations to balanced neighborhoods U 
of 6. We define S(0, F) to be the quotient set z&(@, F)/ N, and each element of 
9’(0,F) is a holomorphic germ at the origin. 
The canonical inclusions .%‘( U, F) -+ &?(e, F) when U ranges over the system 
of balanced neighborhoods of 0 allows us to define a vector structure on %(6, F). 
Besides, if we consider each .@( U, F) endowed with the corresponding topology 
TV , we may endow 9?(8, F) with the inductive limit topology or . Now, we have 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let p E (S’(0, F), Q-J. Then p induces a sequence (p,JneN 
such that pn E 9’(+‘E, F)’ for all n E N and iiiiinGN 11 pn /Ill% = 0. 
Indeed, for each balanced neighborhood U of 0 we have the continuous 
inclusion (&‘(U, F), TV) -+ (3(0, F), or), so that the restriction pt, of p to 
(S( U, F), 7J satisfies pU E (S( U, F), 7,J’. Proposition A proves that ,+ E 
g’(nE, F)’ for all n E N. 
Let us prove now that i%inEN 11 pn Illln = 0. Assuming that EneN 11 CL,, Illln = 
01 > 0 there would exist a subsequence (png)jpnr such that I/ pn, I\rlnj > a/2 for 
all j E N. Hence, for each j E N there would exist a polynomial Pnj E B(“jE, 8’) 
such that we would have 
Define Qnj = (a/2)9 Pnj for allj E N. Then 
II Qn, II = (I)” II Pnj II = (t)“’ 
for all j E N, so that 
(16) 
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Consider the formal series f(x) N x:,” QnJx). From (16) we get that its radius 
of convergence is a/2 > 0, hence, it defines a function f holomorphic on V = 
B(0, a/2). The restriction pv of p to X’( V, F) satisfies pLy E (X( V, F), TV)’ and 
by Proposition I, the series 
would be absolutely convergent, which contradicts (17). 
COROLLARY 7. (qt.? F), T1)’ g n 
Indeed, because of Proposition 4 we have % C (&‘( U, F), TV)’ for all balanced 
neighborhoods U of the origin; hence fl C (s(8, F), TV)‘. Then, Proposition 6 
completes the proof. 
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